
All images Â© Jana Sophia Nolle, shared with permissionWhether opulent or minimalist in style, the houses that Jana Sophia Nolle photographs are displays of wealth. Plush rugs cover hardwood, hardback editions line
built-in bookshelves, and tall windows reach from floor to ceiling. Even the stark rooms with few sculptures and seats signify a choice, rather than a necessity, and demonstrate the ability to furnish a room with just
significant objects.Within these residences, though, Nolle reconstructs a contrasting shelter to illuminate a growing disparity. In her series titled Living Rooms, which culminated in a book published by Kerber Verlag, the
artist situates the shelters of those experiencing houselessness within the dwellings of affluent folks in San Francisco. (Houseless refers to lacking a specific kind of structure, while homeless does not.) The
single-occupancy structures often are formed with rain-resistant tarps, cardboard boxes, shopping carts, and other small objects.&nbsp;Nolle started the affective series as a way to raise awareness about disparity,
gentrification, and income inequality by explicitly comparing differences in living spaces, wealth, and security. Art cannot, unfortunately, solve problems or change society: at least one work on its own cannot. It does not
provide solutions, but it can wake up people, she says. Although the photographs shown here were shot throughout 2017 and 2018, income inequality has only worsened.Â Recent reports state that while the wealthiest
Americans have seen significant gains during the last few months, people with lower incomes have not rebounded to even pre-pandemic levels. According to the Federal Reserve&#8217;s data collected through the end
of March, the richest 1% of Americans own 31% of wealth.Nolle&#8217;s project is also empathy-driven, serving as a reminder of our shared humanity. While working on Living Room, I noticed that unhoused people said
that they feel invisible to the housed residents of the city, she writes. For most Americans, homeless people are barely visible, somehow on the edge of our vision in most urban areas. Her time working in San Francisco
was both arduous and gratifying and inspired her to join the Coalition for Homelessness. She formed bonds with about 15 people, who she later witnessed being forcibly removed by officials. This was one of the hardest
parts of the project. It is about people. It is about individualsâ€™ lives.&nbsp;Prior to the pandemic, Nolle planned to replicate the project in Paris and Berlin. Her time photographing the French city was cut short by the
lockdown measures, sending her to Berlin, where she&#8217;s been building relationships with people who are experiencing houselessness and those who aren&#8217;t. While housed people can &#8216;go
home&#8217; and close their doors and do everything possible to protect themselves, I met many unhoused individuals who described how their networks and support structures changed dramatically due to the
pandemic, she writes. People who are experiencing houselessness are increasingly worried about being infected with the virus and struggling more because they report receiving fewer monetary donations.Nolle also tells
Colossal that she&#8217;s noticed differences in the materials people across the globe use to build their homes. While the structures in San Francisco generally are covered, those in Berlin tend to be open on top and use
more mattresses for bases. She attributes these differences to both weather conditions and to the varying rules and landscapes of the cities. In terms of photographing large, lavish residences, Nolle says that due to the
pandemic, a lack of connections, and other reasons, she&#8217;s had more difficulty finding wealthy people willing to open their living rooms to her in Germany. Sometimes I get the feeling they do have money and
wealth in the background but they seem to have trouble admitting it. Being wealthy/privileged seems sometimes also linked to feelings of shame, she says.The San Francisco-based series is currently on view through
October 24 at Torrance Art Museum in California, while those captured around Berlin will be part of a solo show at Haus am Kleistpark staring in March 2021. Until then, follow Nolle&#8217;s work on Instagram. (via
It&#8217;s Nice That)&nbsp;Yayoi Kusama. All images Â© Victoria Villasana, shared with permissionWhen Victoria Villasana (previously) lays a long stitch on a vintage photograph, she&#8217;s connecting the pattern or
geometric shape to a piece of history, culture, or philosophy. The Mexican artist transforms found black-and-white images of cultural icons and historical figures through vibrant embroideries. Turquoise fibers radiate from
Nelson Mandela&#8217;s fist, a gold, chevron collar lines Chadwick Boseman&#8217;s shirt, and Yayoi Kusma sports a multicolor garment with varying dots and stripes. Emboldened by stitches that often breach the
photograph&#8217;s edges, the multi-media artworks exude power, strength, and beauty.Villasana sources many of the images from the public domain, although she sometimes collaborates with photographers, as well. I
think color helps us to connect emotionally and I like to look at the past and merge tradition and vanguard. I&#8217;m also interested in symbolism and geometry in art as a way to communicate deeper meanings with
each other, she shares with Colossal.To explore more of Villasana&#8217;s geometric additions, head to Instagram, and see the originals and prints available in her shop.&nbsp;Chadwick BosemanFederica VioliKara
WalkerNelson MandelaLeft: Miles Davis. Right: Harriet TubmanRyu GwansunYayoi KusamaBeing true to your nature III. All images Â© Ã€ngela Maria Sierra, shared with permissionSpanish artist Ã€ngela Maria Sierra,
who works as Riso Chan, explores the human psyche through subtly layered foliage. I always imagine that they are someone&#8217;s soul, what we don&#8217;t see, our nature, Sierra says of the delicate botanical
assemblages that she overlays onto her subjects&#8217; faces and torsos. Each portrait begins with a focus on texture and pattern as the artist paints clusters of twigs and leaves with watercolor. She then scans those
botanical elements and uses Procreate to superimpose the figure onto the original piece.Alongside their simple beauty, the pastel paintings, some of which are self-portraits, reflect the narratives and worries that consume
the artist&#8217;s daily life. She describes her work as a journal where I express moments or feelings that are important for me during those days. It&#8217;s a way to give those feelings space and then let them go. Tied
to both struggles and joys, topics include finding freedom through creativity during lockdown, growing up in an drug-filled home, and the bravery required to move forward.Based in Amsterdam, Sierra is the founder of
Bloom Art House, which hosts creative workshops throughout the capital city. Keep up with her expressive artworks on Instagram.&nbsp;FreedomBeing true to your nature IISpringLeft: Turning on the lights inside. Right:
Being true to your nature INew PathToxic homeJustin Favela&#8217;s Libertad (Freedom). All images courtesy of Group X, shared with permissionAn eclectic array of installations recently popped up at the Navy Yard in
Philadelphia, transforming the historic neighborhood into a temporary wonderland teeming with quirky characters, large-scale interventions, and optimism. A life-size piÃ±ata shaped like a 1984 Thunderbird is parked on
12th Street, cross-stitched roses trail across the brick facade of Building 99, and a typographic message casts shadows on a pavilion in a call for hope.Officially titled Mystery Island and the Marvelous Occurrence of
Spontaneous Art, or MIMOSA, the entirely outdoor exhibition includes work from seven artists DAKU (previously), Justin Favela (previously), Kid Hazo with South Fellini, Reed Bmore, Liesbet Bussche, and Raquel
Rodrigo (previously). It&#8217;s a collaboration between the anonymous collective Group X and the Navy Yard, which was overrun in 2018 by a gargantuan sea monster. MIMOSA&#8216;s six site-specific installations
are spread across 1,200 acres.&nbsp;DAKU&#8217;s Ray of HopeActivated by sunlight, DAKU&#8217;s installation Rays of Hope casts shadows in 25 different languages on a brick terrace in Crescent Park. Throughout
the day as the light shifts, so do the silhouettes on the ground. The sun has always been associated as a symbol of energy and so is hope, DAKU says. Rays of light metaphorically serve as a symbol of positivity and
optimism.By translating the word hope into dozens of languages, the anonymous Indian street artist puts forth a welcoming vision. When we see a native language, we have a sense of belonging and familiarity with the
space. Especially in a foreign land or a place, it makes it more relatable, DAKU writes. Languages have been a part of every culture and (have their) own visual aesthetic&#8230; Culture is common ground for any
language or a form of visual art, and if one comes to think of it, language plays an essential role. It binds the culture in forming into a community.&nbsp;Justin Favela&#8217;s Libertad (Freedom)A nod to his
mother&#8217;s first purchase after immigrating from Guatemala to the United States in the 1980s, Favela&#8217;s paper-fringed car expands on the myth of The American Dream. The promise that if you keep your
head down, work really hard and save your money&#8230; you, too, can own a home with a two-car garage, get married, have kids, build an empire, and live an abundant and dignified life, he says. Through his
large-scale piÃ±atas, Favela conveys stories like his mother&#8217;s, particularly in relation to her longing to return to Central America. What about the immigrants that come here and realize that they moved to a country
that does not want them here? Their stories are also important, he says.Questions about identity, including his own as a first-generation, queer, Latinx American, and the experiences of people who have immigrated to the
U.S. face inform Favela&#8217;s artworks. He subverts common narratives by offering a revised way of thinking centered on joy:What are we when we are not viewed as just a labor force? What if we stopped taking pride
in suffering and the sacrifices that we had to make? What if we valued joy? Mental health? What if we could take a couple of days of&#8230;just because!? What would happen if could just be ourselves? When will we all
be free?See the latest from GroupX and follow the installations popping up next in The Navy Yard on Instagram. If you&#8217;re in Philadelphia, check out MIMOSA before it closes November 2.&nbsp;DAKU&#8217;s
Ray of HopeRaquel Rodrigo&#8217;s Florecer (Flourish)Reed Bmore&#8217;s BittersweetvineLiesbet Bussche&#8217;s Rusty Love / Urban JewelryKid Hazo + South Fellini&#8217;s Where the Wild Jawns AreAll
images Â© Mabel Low, shared with permissionAfter a slew of houseplant casualties, Mabel Low decided to trade in her withering blooms for a more durable option. The Singapore-based artist, who launched the studio
Papersynthesis in 2020, crafts lifelike hydrangeas, sunflowers, and an array of succulents entirely from cardstock. She sculpts each form with precision, adding in the delicate veins marking a leaf or the curled edges of a
petal.An array of air plants, orchids, and lush bouquets are available for purchase in Papersynthesis&#8217;s shop, and you can follow Low&#8217;s progress on Instagram.&nbsp;ï»¿ï»¿Set to subdued music, Nicolas
Lichtleâ€™s short film titled Ã  la finâ€¦ is an unusually ethereal depiction of the crises climaxing in 2020. The delicate animation flows through a series of lightly-hued scenes that explore reactions to COVID-19, the
wildfires raging across the planet, and the endless distractions of technology. It&#8217;s a moment of introspection, very intimate, staged through a succession of small moments imbued with poetry, absurdity, and
sometimes surrealismâ€¦ Lichtle writes.Many of the anonymous characters&#8217; faces are obscured by a plant, digital device, or cloth mask, and they undertake both mundane and bizarre tasks that critique
contemporary life: An unassuming man runs on a treadmill while someone stands nearby to douse him with disinfectant, a figure with a bowling ball head shouts through a megaphone at upright pins, and two women
happily wave at a distant earth set ablaze.Lichtle is based in Paris and h
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